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Part 1

Text Object Features

VITA text management features help you upload and manage the variety of
complex text objects you might find in your collections for better discovery and
display.
Use this manual to walk through the process of uploading multipage objects,
PDFs, full text extraction, OCR processing, and Zoomify display. Also, see the
section on Clippings and Publications to see how to manage collections of text
fragments.

Part 2

Multipage Objects

Creating the digital object:
o
o
o
o

Scan each page of your object separately
Scan text object at 300dpi and save in TIFF format for master copies, and
derive JPGs for OCR processing, and upload JPG and/or JP2000 to VITA
Name the scans for each object with a consistent naming convention e.g.
BookTitle_00001.tif, BookTitle_00002.tif, BookTitle_00003.tif…etc.
See the File Naming Conventions document for more information

Part 2.1

Display image for multipage objects

First, create a display image for the multipage object:
Go to the Main Menu!Add record with file
o Include Title
o Browse for the file you want to represent this multipage object (e.g.
a front cover or first page)
o Select Media Type “Text” or “Image” depending on the content of
the multipage object
o Select “Full+Reg+Thumb” or “Reg+Thumb” from the category drop
down list
o Label is unnecessary for this category
o File re-size: Select default “Yes”
o Split PDF: default is No unless you are working with a multipage
single file PDF (See Section 3)
o Click upload
o
On the File/Tech Data screen the three display files will be listed like this:

Multipart Objects
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Part 2.2

Uploading multiple pages

Next, add the multiple pages of the object:

•

On the File / Tech Data screen, click on “Associate multiple pages with
this record” and follow these steps:

Step 1: File Names
Input the consistent prefix (e.g. BookTitle_ID_) and suffix (e.g. .jpg) that can be
associated with multiple files.
Remember: include any trailing punctuation in the prefix and the period in the
suffix.
Click on “…on to Step 2” button.

Multipart Objects
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For example: Your file names are BookTitle_ID_00001.jpg,
BookTitle_ID_00002.jpg, BookTitle_00003.jpg…etc. with each page identified by
the 000#. To reduce the label to the page number only (which will display in the
dropdown list in the display), enter “BookTitle_ID_” into the prefix box and “.jpg”
as the suffix. The resulting display will be 1,2,3, etc. This is what will show in the
drop down menu on the public display side (see Section 2.5: Multipage Object
Display)
Step 2: Browse and Select Files
Click Add files

Choose files for uploading from your computer (highlight multiple files for
uploading using the Command+Click (Mac) or Ctrl+Click (PC) keyboard
commands) then use the “Start Upload” button at the top of the screen to do a
batch upload.
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The selected files will show progress bars.

Multipart Objects
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When all progress bars reach 100%, click the “Complete” button.

New files will display in the File/tech data screen and can then be edited
individually

If working with JPG or JP2/TXT files (as opposed to readable PDFs), repeat
the above steps with the TXT files.
NOTE: the JPG/JP2 and TXT files must have the same file names to
associate with one another.

Multipart Objects
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Part 2.3

Manage page files

File details are automatically generated and can be reviewed by clicking on the
Details/Edit link for each file on the File / Tech Data screen.

•
•
•

“File exists” provides the location of the digital object file.
“OCR / Full text” shows a snippet of the text that is associated with the
image file (if available)
“Zoomify: Files available” indicates that there are Zoomify-generated files
associated with the page or file listed here

File order
" For objects up to 20 pages order the links by clicking and dragging the
“sort” icon up or down the list. This will commit your changes.
" For objects with more than 20 pages order the pages using the numeric
input boxes. Click the Update File Order button to commit your changes.
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File “Edit”
To add or edit details associated with a file, click “Details/Edit” at the end of the
File Exists URL

Multipart Objects
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Part 2.4

File Details/Edit Screen

Label: Any label information will be carried forward from the Add Record screen.
Edit Labels here.
Label (extension): Use this to distinguish a labelled page as something else,
like Title Page, or Index. The file display will include a colon and the extension
label (e.g. 1 : Title Page).
Category: The category displayed here reflects either the category selected on
the Add Record screen (e.g. Text, Detail, etc) or will be automatically populated
during a batch upload of pages (i.e. Category: Page).
Original File Name: The name of the file uploaded to the tool. This is key
information for mapping between the digital object online and the digital object
you uploaded.
Regular File: The system file name for your uploaded file.
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File size provides information on the file size in bytes.
File type provides information on the type of file – usually JPEG.
Put in Public Display?
Default is “Yes”. Use this option to manage files that are not meant for public
display such as specifically sized details files, or the text files associated with an
object where you do not want the text file to be displayed, but want it’s content to
be indexed for full text discovery.
Is this corrected OCR?
If your full text is correct (i.e. edited for correct spelling, etc) , select “Yes”. This
allows the text from your page to be added to the index that drives the “Did you
mean?” search help for end users.
Whether you select Yes or No, the full text displayed on this page is used for full
text searching.
Index the text in this file?
This allows you to select which of multiple files will have their content indexed for
full text discovery. E.g. if you upload a PDF object, the text will automatically be
extracted, but if you upload a DOC file with the corrected text, then select “No”
for the PDF and “Yes” for the DOC, and only the DOC file content will be
indexed.
Full Text: Any full text that is auto-extracted from .doc,
.pdf, .txt, .xsl, and .rtf objects will appear in this input box;
use this input box to manage, edit or review full text. This
full text will not display in the public details of the object.
Remember: Click “Update/Edit Values” to commit your
changes on this page.
Then: Return to the File/Tech Data screen and click the
“Update Index” button to manually re-index the content
you have uploaded or changed:
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Part 2.5

Multipage display

When multiple files are associated with one record, the public display of the
internal pages will render like this:
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Part 3

Uploading PDF objects

PDFs are often how text objects are stored or digitized. Use VITA to upload and
manage your PDF copy of text objects to provide users with all the discovery and
display options you expect for other text file types.

Part 3.1

PDF display options

PDFs are not image files, but the VITA application will generate a regular and
thumbnail display image from the first page of the PDF object during the initial
upload process.
In order for the PDF contents to display, download and have full text extraction,
the PDF object must be uploaded as follows:
Go to Main Menu!Add record with file
" Include Title
" Select media type “Image” or “Text” depending on what represents
the intellectual content of the PDF best
" You must select category “Text”
" Label: Add a custom label if you prefer; default is “Download PDF”
" Allow file to be re-sized
" Split PDF: default is “No”. Only say “Yes” if the PDF is multiple
pages in a single file, and you want the pages displayed separately,
select “Yes” for Split PDF
" Browse for the PDF file—the first page will be the display image
" Click upload
" Wait for the status bar to reach 100% then click Complete
The resulting digital record will include: the image of the first page, a download
link for the whole PDF object, and the full text will be extracted for object
discovery. If the PDF has been split, the text from each page will be extracted
separately and the page images displayed individually as well. For more on
Splitting PDFs, see Multipart PDFs Section 3.2.

PDFs
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First page display object

PDF file with full text
extracted

If the PDF does not provide full text for your record, open the original PDF in
a reader program on your desktop, Select All (for single pages or objects where
multiple pages are wrapped in a single file) or select and copy the text on
individual pages, then paste the text into the Full Text box on the appropriate
page edit/detail screen. Choose whether to have this text indexed, update the file
and, when you have added all the text, return to the File/Tech Details screen and
click the Update Index button.

Part 3.2

Multipage PDF files

For PDF files where multiple pages are wrapped in one single file, use the Split
PDF option on the Add Record screen. If this multipage object is uploaded as a
single file, the user must download the PDF to view the internal pages and their
PDF reader to search its contents.
Follow the same steps as for the single PDF (above) except
"
PDFs

Split PDF: say “Yes” when the PDF is multiple pages in a single
Part 3

file, and you want the pages displayed separately.

After clicking the Continue button, a processing message will appear. Click
Continue again.

The PDF splitting will happen in front of you. Be patient. Let the whole document
process, then scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Continue.

PDFs
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You are taken to the File/Tech data screen where the display files and page files
are listed, as well as snippets of the full text extracted at each page level.

PDFs
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The complete PDF will be associated automatically as well

Each page is automatically downloadable as a PDF on the public side, but the
whole document download is default “non-public”. Click on the Details/Edit link to
make this document publicly download-able.

PDFs
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Part 3.3 Replace display image for PDF
If the first page of the PDF object is not what you want to use to represent the
object in results sets and other displays, you can upload a new display image.

Go to File/Tech Data!“Associate another file with this record”
o Browse for the file you want to represent this multipage object (e.g. an
illustrated front cover or other representative page from the object itself)

PDFs
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Select category “Full+Reg+Thumb” or “Thumb+Regular”
Label is irrelevant for the display object
Allow file to be re-sized
Don’t split PDF
Click upload
Wait for 100% status then click Continue.

PDFs
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Part 4

Full text extraction

VITA extracts text from the following file types: .doc, .pdf, .txt, .xls, .rtf.
Upload accompanying .doc, .pdf, .txt, .xls, .rtf files to include full text content from
digital objects such as JPGs, TIFFs, PDFs where no text is available (such as
those from Google Books), or web pages. When a .doc, .pdf, .txt, .xls, or .rtf file
type is uploaded, the text is automatically extracted and loaded into the data
management Full Text input boxes at the Page Edit level.
As with any full text content, correct the text on the file/page edit screen and
select Yes to corrected OCR and Yes if you want this version of the text from this
object to be the content that is indexed for discovery.

For PDFs: Select Yes for “Put in the Public Display” so that users will be able to
download the PDF object(s) using the download icon in the Public Display.

Full Text Extraction
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If a multipage PDF is uploaded as a single file, the text will be extracted and
display in a single “toilet paper roll” on the Page Edit screen and not return users
to page-level links for viewing the search terms in context.
Note: If the text from a text file other than PDF exceeds 64,000 characters, this
friendly reminder will be returned in place of the full text edit box:
“The text associated with this file is too large to display for editing purposes.
Some browsers can only handle about 64,000 characters in a text box. We have
[75,047] in this instance. If you need to edit this file please do so in a desktop
editing tool that can handle files of this size and then upload it again. Note: The
number of characters should approach but may not necessarily match the file
size noted above.”
If this is case, consider breaking the object text into pages in order to display and
edit it in VITA; otherwise, be sure that the text is corrected before it is uploaded
so that it can be indexed and considered “correct”.
For other files types: To include full text for discovery using .doc, .pdf, .txt,
.xls, or .rtf file types where you do not want to expose the file itself, select No for
“Put in the Public Display” on the File/Page edit screen. The file will display on
the Data Management side, but with an icon that indicates it will not be seen on
the public side:

Replacing Full Text:
If you need to replace full text in the index, delete the text you wish to replace
and add the replacement text. Do not leave the full text input box empty or it will
not overwrite the original. You must include something. To make deleted text
unsearchable, enter some garbage like kesfhouuy4iuhnmvmsdkjh and this will
overwrite the original indexed text but not mislead people searching for real
words.

Full Text Extraction
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Part 4.1

Full text discovery & display

Making full text content available for each text object and each page of multipart
objects in a digital collection enables users to discover keywords at page level as
they search.
With VITA 5, a user’s keyword search returns the object results, with the keyword
highlighted in a snippet from the first page hit as well as links to other pages
within the object where the keyword is also found:
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Part 5

Create Full Text Content using ABBYY FIneReader OCR software

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) software translates the “pictures” of text
from your scans into machine-readable text. The quality of this translation
depends on the printed text, the quality of scan, and the OCR software
processing those scans.
Assessing Text Objects:
There is not much you can do about the quality of the original text printed on
pages. If you have any questions about the quality of full text you might be able
to generate scans and run a few tests using a trial version of OCR software
before investing. Note: OCR software will not “read” handwriting with any
effectiveness.
Scans
For best results, use a 400dpi greyscale scan for black and white text objects or
full colour for colour objects.
OCR Software
ABBYY FineReader Professional OCR software works very well with typed text
of most kinds, and can be adjusted to recognize different languages.
NOTE: ABBYY FineReader is now at Version 12. The following screenshots
should be used as a guide to using the newer version in terms of workflow, as
they do not reflect the updated interface.

Part 5.1

Batch OCR Processing

Before you begin…
You must first have associated multiple files with the record and use those same
files for OCR processing (See Part 2).
Then…
Open ABBYY FineReader on your desktop

Full Text Using OCR
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Part 5.1.1

Select Images

Click on the Open & Read button

Browse for image files of your text object

Full Text Using OCR
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Use your Shift or Command + click keys to select multiple files from your local
drive
Click “Open”

Wait while the files are uploaded to ABBYY

Full Text Using OCR
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The uploaded files will display as thumbnails

Full Text Using OCR
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Part 5.1.2

Read Images

Click on the Read button and select Read All Pages

Wait while the application processes the multiple files…

Full Text Using OCR
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Progress is shown with the highlighting (light blue indicates progress, dark blue
indicates uncertainty about character recognition)…

Full Text Using OCR
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The text from each page will appear on the right hand side. Light blue highlights
indicate letters that may be incorrect.

Part 5.1.3

Check Spelling

You can either correct the spelling manually in the right hand panel or use the
Check Spelling feature:

Full Text Using OCR
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The Spell Check window will pop up and highlight incorrect words as well as
spelling correction options.

Note: Correcting OCR files
If the OCR translation of the files is not easily corrected (i.e. there is too much to
correct for “full” text correctness), you can always correct keywords in the text file
so that the object will be discovered through keyword searching. For incomplete
correction files like this, please maintain the default “No” setting on the “Is this
corrected OCR?” section on the Edit page screens.

Full Text Using OCR
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Note: OCR processing of non-text content
Unless you deselect a page from the thumbnails, ABBYY will try to read
everything on the scans, including maps, images, landscape-oriented pages, etc.
and this will return differing quality of text.
If you want the text on these pages to be full text searchable, you will have to
correct or transcribe the words from these non-text pages manually.

Full Text Using OCR
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Part 5.1.4

Save Pages

Once the pages have been “read”, click on Save and select Save Pages and this
will activate the saving function for ALL the pages that were read (i.e. no .txt files
will be saved for those pages that were deselected before the Read function was
activated in the previous step)

Full Text Using OCR
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Save Files As…*
Confirm or select the following options:
o
Save as type: Text Document (.txt)
o
Save: “All Pages”
o
File Options: “Name files as source images”
*The .txt files must be named exactly the same as the source image files to
ensure that your full text will be correctly associated when you upload these files
to the record using VITA.

Full Text Using OCR
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Wait while the application processes and saves the multiple files…

The .txt files are saved to the same folder as your source images. You should
see a set of .txt files with exactly the same names as your .jpg or .tif files
These text files will open in Notepad or other basic text editing applications on
your hard drive.

Full Text Using OCR
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Note: Review the list of text files and eliminate any that are 0kb. The source
page for that file likely has an image or was incomprehensible to the OCR
software, but empty files will bog the upload process, so it is best to delete them
beforehand and avoid frustration.

Full Text Using OCR
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Part 5.1.5

Upload .txt files to VITA

Go to File/Tech data!Associate OCR/Full Text Files with this Record
Follow the steps outlined in Part 2 to upload single or multiple text files.
Make object full text searchable
Once the .txt files are associated with the record the OCR/Full file message will
display in the File/Tech data screen for each page/file where an OCR file has
been uploaded.
Click on the Details/Edit link to review and/or correct the full text and change the
“Corrected OCR?” option to “Yes” if the text is completely correct. Click
“Update/Edit Values”

Full Text Using OCR
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In order for the text to be fully searchable, though, you must update the record to
input that text for full text discovery on the user (public) side.
Go to the Descriptive or Administrative data screen and click “Update record”
When a user searches for a word that is discovered as part of the full text of your
object, they will be directed to the page where the keyword is found.
Because the .txt files uploaded here are automatically assigned to the “Pages”
category, the full text file will not display in the public side; only .txt file uploaded
as category “Text” files can have their content displayed or suppressed in the
public view. See Full Text Extraction for more information.
Unless you enter the full text from your text files into the Full text input box in the
Descriptive data screen, this content is not displayed to the user (which hides
any ugly OCR too).
For more details about the File Details/ Edit screen, see Part 2.4.

Full Text Using OCR
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Part 6

Zoomify files

NOTE (June 2015): With the introduction of the JPEG 2000 viewer, we will
be phasing out support for Zoomify Flash viewer. If you are inclined to
convert your images or pages for dynamic pan-zoom, please shift your
focus to using a JP2 converter instead. The upload, storage and viewer are
all superior and better supported in an HTML5 environment.
All “pages” will display with a pan-zoom feature, but if a page is landscape vs.
portrait orientation, then zoomifying allows the end user to rotate the page and
see the contents without breaking their necks.
Remember: Zoomify files display as Flash; make sure to upload a regular image
file for every page or file you want associated with a record and this will be the
default view for all viewers who might not have Flash installed.
You can add zoomify images in batches or individually.
Remember: the .zip zoomify file must have the exact file name as the image file
it is enhancing.
The Zoomify tool
Zoomify files are created separately using the external application
ZoomifyExpress (windows and Mac downloads at
http://www.zoomify.com/express.htm/) before being uploaded using VITA.
Download ZoomifyExpress and create a shortcut on your desktop before
beginning the “associate zoomify files” process in VITA.
Note re: File Sizes
Zoomify files tend to be quite large and this size grows in proportion to the file
size that is converted. For example, a JPEG image 368KB will increase to 576KB
after being converted. If your source image files are quite large, you may want to
derive smaller files for “zoomification” in order to upload them to VITA.
The following example follows the creation of a record for a multipart text object
using multiple zoomify files, but zoomify files can be associated to records of any
kind so long as there is an image file uploaded to the record. (So for Video or
Audio media types, upload a scan of the cover art and associate a zoomify file of
that cover art).

Zoomify Files
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Part 6.1

Convert Image files to Zoomify files

Have your selected image files easily available on your local drive (i.e. by
dragging them to your desktop, or opening the folder where they are stored)
Create a shortcut to the ZoomifyExpress application on your desktop as well for
easy drag-and-drop processing.

Select batches of files and drag and drop them onto the Zoomify bullseye.

Zoomify Files
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Watch while the application processes the files one by one…

The result will be folders of tiles for each image file you converted. These folders
will be automatically saved to the place where your source files originated (i.e. if
you dragged files from your desktop, the folders will appear on your desktop)

Zoomify Files
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Compress or Zip the folders
Zoomify folders must be zipped or compressed before they will upload to VITA. If
your computer does not show the Compress or Zip options as mentioned below,
you may need to download an application (talk to your IT people, and choose
from freeware applications available on the web or proprietary applications).
To compress the folders, right click on each folder individually and select
Compress (Mac) or Save to!Zip (PC)

Zoomify Files
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The zipped files will appear where the source folders originated from…

Part 6.2

Create record to associate zoomify images

Go to Main Menu!Add record with file
Browse for the object you want to represent the record (i.e. a front cover or the
first page, etc.)—remember that you can change this file later.
Select Media type: Image or Text
Category: Thumb+Regular+Full
Label: unnecessary for this category
Change File Size: Yes

Zoomify Files
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Part 6.3

Associate single zoomify file

Go to the File/Tech data screen. Select “Associate a single zoomify zip file with
this record” to associate a single zoomify.

Zoomify Files
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Select which category of file to which you are associating a zoomify image.

If no category is selected, a pop-up will appear and your upload will be stalled
until a category is selected

Upload the file and click “Continue”.
You will be taken to a confirmation screen…

Zoomify Files
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And the zoomify file will be listed on the File/tech data screen.

And the zoomify file will display for the assigned component display of the record.

Zoomify Files
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Part 6.4

Associate multiple zoomify files

If the object already has multiple pages and you want to upload multiple zoomify
files, select “Associate Zoomify files with these pages”.

Follow the steps for associating multiple files with a record as seen in Part 2.
Browse for the .zip files on your hard drive…
o
Use the Command+click or Ctrl+click to select multiple files at once…
Review the selected files and click “Start upload”
o
Wait while the .zip files are uploaded

Zoomify Files
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Wait until the status bar reaches 100% and the complete button appears
o

Click “Complete” button

Review the confirmation screen
Click “Continue”

Zoomify Files
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“Zoomify: Files available” message now appears on the File/Tech Data screen

Zoomify Files
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Click on the Details/Edit link to review the zoomify display

Zoomify Files
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Part 6.5

Delete Zoomify File

To remove the zoomify view from your files, go to the desired file Details/Edit
screen and click the “Delete Zoom files” link

Zoomify Files
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You will be given a chance to turn back, or confirm that you want to delete the
Zoomify file:

On the File Details/Edit screen, you will see the static image previewed and no
indication of the zoomify file.

If a zoomify file doesn’t upload, delete or assign properly, please contact Our
Ontario staff for assistance

Zoomify Files
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Part 7

Clippings

Bring together collections of clippings using the Publications feature in VITA.
Clippings are generally not stand alone objects, and so can be gathered together
under their shared Publication title.
For information about Publications, see Part 9 of the VITA Data Management
Manual.
If you expect to be uploading clippings and creating publication records, have the
site administrator add Publications as a Media Type and Clippings as an Item
Type so they display in the checklists during data management. For more
information about customizing checklists, see the VITA Site Administration
Manual.
To add a clipping, go to the Main Menu...
Step 1: Add Record
Choose between 1) Without a file or 2) With a file
1) Clippings with no scanned image
To create a clipping record without an associated file, click “Add record without a
file”
o
o

Add title of clipping
Begin typing the publication name and select correct title from the drop
down list. The ID# will populate the input box.

Clippings
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Note: If the publication title has not been added, click on the link in the screen
help statement and add the publication title and metadata about that publication
before returning to add any clippings associated with it. You’ll have to navigate
back to the main menu after creating the Publication record to add the associated
clipping.

o
o

Add date of publication of the clipping
Finally, select Media Type: Text and “Add Record”

Display
The display for Clippings without an associated image will be the default icon for
Media Type “Text”…

Clippings
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If you have associated a masthead image with the Publication, the results
display with Publication image is something like this:

2) Clippings with a scanned image
To include the scanned image of the clipping, choose “Add record and upload
file” from the main menu
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Add title of clipping
Select Media Type: “Text”
Category: Choose “Thumb + Regular” (If you do not choose Thumbnail, the
default publication thumbnail will be associated in results sets)
Label: unnecessary for this display category
Change file size: Choose default “Yes”
Split PDF: Choose according to file type and content
Click “Add file” and browse for image file
Click “Start upload”
Wait for 100% status then click Continue

Clippings
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Results display with Scanned image

Step 2: Create Clipping Record
Complete as many fields as possible and desired in the Descriptive and
Administrative data screens. For information about creating records, see the
Data Management Manual.
Important and unique components of any clippings records are the Item Type
(Clippings), Publication, Pagination, Dates, and Full Text:

Clippings
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Publication Title
If the Publication title is not already carried forward from the add record screen,
start typing the desired publication title and select from the drop-down list. If the
publication title is not available, use the link in the screen note “add here first” to
create a publication record first and then return to the clipping record.
Once a clipping is associated with a Publication (either from the Add record
screen or by adding the publication in the Descriptive data screen), the
Publication record information is inherited by the clipping and will form part of the
clipping display:

Pagination
The information in this field identifies the number of pages associated with the
object being described or the page of a serial publication on which a text
fragment occurs.
Enter the page number, span of pages, or any other identifying information about
where in the publication this clipping originates. The information will appear after
the publication data in the public display.

Clippings
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Dates
For detailed field descriptions and input recommendations, see the VITA Data
Management Manual.
The Date of Publication field is designed to help sort multiple text fragments
associated with one publication. It is necessary for the date to be entered in the
following format: YYYYMMDD or YYYYMM or YYYY depending on how much
information is known about the clipping’s publication. This will not be publicly
displayed.
The Date of Original is where you can enter a “friendly” version of the date of
publication, e.g. Weekday, Month DD, YYYY. This is intended for public display.
The Date of Event Depicted allows you to identify distinctly when an event took
place, even if the publication of the news about that event is different (as they
often are). This is intended for public display.
Earliest and Latest Dates are entered in YYYY format and are designed to help
date searches for objects on the user side of VITA. This will not display in the
public record.

Clippings
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Full Text
Derive the text from your clippings by manual transcription, associating OCR files
with the record (see Part 5 for details about OCR processing), extracting text
from a PDF (see Part 3), or copying and pasting into the Full Text input box.
The Full Text entered here forms a large part of the clippings display, so
formatting the text should take place before the item is made public. Full text is
styled to mimic the “look and feel” of the clipping itself. The difference is that the
full text display is likely more legible than the original and will be full text
searchable. Use simple keyword controls or simple HTML to format the text for
public display.
Simple formatting:
To establish paragraph returns in the display you can simply place your cursor in
the full text input box and click “Enter” or “Return” twice (2x) on your keyboard.
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Simple HTML formatting:
For information on basic HTML, see the W3C tutorials online at
http://www.w3schools.com/html/DEFAULT.asp.
Use basic HTML tags to format your text, such as:
<b>Bold</b> = bold font
<i>Italic</i> = italic font
<u>Underline</u> = underline font
<br/> break = line break
<p>Paragraph</p> = identifies paragraph bodies and indents first lines
Note: if you use HTML, it will eliminate any formatting already done using
keyboard controls (i.e. 2 x ”Return” or “Enter”); use one or the other methods.
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